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In sports, this would mean that female 1ng school for professional athletes and enstudents must be provided with equa.l op- tertainment !or tts spor1B-m1nded old grads
portunity in equipment, facilities, publ1c1ty, and the general public.
coaching and so forth now available to male
It the American public wants to make
heroes of a-thletes and rewaro them lavishly
athletes.
This, say the coaches, Will sound the death in money and adulation, I think that is
knell for intercolleg!a.te athletics as they now perfectly all right. My objection is to getting
exist. I say to this prospect, "Amen!"
tMs aspect of our culture all mixed up With
From wholesome beginnings in a love or oollege education, to which it has not logical
competitive sport, intercollegiate athletics relation.
have grown over the past half-century to be
It Is the position of the coaches, as exthe most conspicuous example in American pressed by Darrell Royal of Texas, that most
culture of a ta.U wagging a dog. Not only Is colleges support athletic programs solely by
the caudal appendage out of proportion to revenues generated by tan-drawing sports
the animal, it doesn't even belong to the such as football and basketball and barely
same species. A jock strap and a book have have enough money now without diverting
no inherent kinship.
money !or women's sports.
My case a.ga.inst intercollegiate Blthletics
I! forced to do so, he said, men's sports
a.s they now exist rests on a fem1n1st basis wm eventually be k1lled oil because "we w111
only to the extent that I feel that, lf goodies weaken our programs to the point where peoare to be passed out, girls should have a fa.ilr ple won't buy tickets to see them."
share.
I think that, lf the House subcommittee
My real objection goes much deeper. I know doesn't bend to what will probably be great
this is in a class with attacking motherhood, public pressure and chicken out, Royal may
the fl.ag or apple pie, but I am tota.Uy opposed well be right. College athletics w!ll be, parto intercollegiate sports a.s they have don the expression, a whole new ball game.
evolved.
Maybe it will be more of an old one, back
I mean the big time, big box office, big to the idea or sport for sport's sake, a healthy
stadium concept. The ruthless recruiting, the mind in a healthy body and all that. It the
win-at-any-cost mentality, the huge coach- whole present structure topples, maybe sufing stalfs whose leaders receive more pay ficient resources can be salvaged to provide
than the .finest minds on the faculty- The some simple athletic faclllties and coaching
bowls and national publicity, the recurring tor everyone who wants to take part, male
scandals, the pressure on young athletes, the and female. There might even be particular
making of a game into a deadly serious emphasis on those sports which can be a
busl.ness.
llfelong source of pleasure and health to
While it is obvious that all of t his provides those who engage in them.
a great many people with pleasure, I have
Rep. Mottl's enthusiasm !or athletic scholnever found anyone who could explain to me arships was colored by his personal experiwhat in the world it all has to do with ed- ence. Perhaps I'd be less than candid not to
ucation.
admit my antipathy has a similar source.
To get down to basics, I have always beMany years ago, as a top school gradulieved that "athletic scholarship" is a con- ate, I was given a tuition-free scholarship
tradiction in terms. While an athlete can of to a state university. Times were tough, and
course be a scholar, he cannot be a scholar for all my other expenses I had to struggle
of athletics. A scholar is a learned man or and borrow and find jobs wherever I could
woman, a man or woman of letters. An athI was delighted to have the opportunity
lete is one trained to contend in feats of and I loved it, and I found friends on the
strength or agility.
faculty who helped make it possible. I didn't
Being, .tor example, a splendid pass rec- envy the glory and status of the campus
ceiver does not make one a scholar, any more athletes, but I resented their assured jobs in
than being well versed in calculus makes which the work was often nominal. I resented
one an athlete.
their free dormitory rooms and, llving on
At the very least, I believe that instead of peanut butter sandwiches my first year, I
calling such arrangements "athletic schalar- resented their three squares a day at the
ehips,» they should be termed "athletic training table.
grants" or, more honestly, benefits for hlred
It seemed to me then and it stlll seems
athletes.
to me now that tt a university can afford
College football coaches pleading their any free-riders, the tickets should go to
case in Washington, it is reported, won quick needy students o! good academic promise.
support from Rep. Ronald Mottl, D-Ohio, Teaching such students Is the university's
who went to Notre Dame on a "baseball most basic obligation. With college expenses
scholarship.» (Quotation marks mine.)
what they an~ today, the term "needy" covers
I thank God for football and basketball a broad spectrum.
that supported us or else I never could have
Both private and stat e-supported colleges
gotten my education," Mottl said.
in big financial trouble today for a wide
While athletic scholarships have enabled are
of reasons. I think they cannot !ormany young men to obtain an education variety
afford to try to be so many things
and oontinue to do so, my point is that the ever
many people. Perhaps getting out o!
holders a.re a group inappropriately selected to sobig-time
athletic · business, traumatic
for this benefit. Groups of scholars and ath- the
letes over-lap only frutiously. I think it 1S though tt might be, would in the long run
undeniable that holdens of collegiate ath- prove a healthy step.
letic scholarships include a. sizable proportion of those whose academic qualifications
are less than outstanding.
SPEECH BY ALEXANDR
At the same time, many young men and
women of exceptional academic qualificaSOLZHENITSYN
tions find it difficult or impossible to finance
college educations. This I think is an intolerable situation, unless we are prepared honestly to redefine the real purpose of a. uniOP GEORGIA
versity.
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We must acknowledge frankly that the
task of a university is not just to provide
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instruction in the higher branches of teamMr.
McDONALD
of Georgia. Mr.
ing, to serve as a center tor the preservation
and enla.rgement ot knowledge and a home Speaker, today Mr. Alexandr Solzhenitfor research, 88 U tha.t weren't enough. U syn fn a speech before Members of the
also has the obllgatlon or providing a train- House of Representatives and the Sen-
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ate, told us of the tremendous suffering
of the people in the totalitarian Communist world--sutYering which cannot be
realized in this country due either to ignorance, arrogance, or design. He
stressed that whether the United States
likes it or not, it is in the position of
leadership of half the world, and must
wake up to the dangers of communism
without Americans having to go through
experiences such as these.
I commend to my colleagues his comments, the full text of which follows:
SPEECH BY A!.EXANDR SoLSHENITSYN

Here, in the Senate Office Building, I must
begin by saying that I have in no way forgotten the signal, and even exceptional honor
paid me by the United States Senate in twice
endeavoring to declare me an honorary citizen of the United States.
I interpret this to mean that you have in
mind not just mysel! as a person, but the
milllons of my fellow countrymen who have
been deprived of rights, and even those in
the other communist countries.-those millions who have never been able, and are still
unable, to express their oplnlons in the press,
in parliaments, or at international conferences.
ln conveying to you my gratitude !or the
decisions of the United States Senate relating to myself, I am even more conscious of
my responsibillty a.s representative of tho..o.e
others.-a responsib1!lty almost too burdensome for the shoulders of a single human
being. But since I have never lost sight of the
suffering, the striving, and the yea.rntngs of
those other voiceless mlllions, and have had
no other aim ln life than to give voice to
· them, this has lent me strength !or my public appearances in this country and for my
appearance before you here today. There are
a.s yet few back there, in the communist
countries, who speak out, but millions understand how loathsome and repulsive the
system is. Whoever can do so "votes with
his feet," simply fleeing from this mass violence and extermination.
Here today I see not only members of the
Sena.te, but also a group of Representatives.
Thus. I am speaking for the first time to
participants in your country's legisllative
process whose influence tn recent years has
spread well beyond the limits of American
history alone.
In virtually every respect otir Russian hlstorioa.l eXlperience has been almost the opposite of yours. OUr enormous sufferings
in the twentieth oentury have made this
Russian experience a bitter example, one
which Is too overwhelming, one which-as
it were--comes to you from the fut ure.
Hence it is the more needful that we convey
to one another our mutual experiences.persistently and with complete sincerity.
One of the most terrible dangers . of the
present day is precisely that the destinies of
the world are tangled together as never betore, so that events or mistakes in one part
of the world are immediately felt tn all the
others. At the same time the exchange of
inform81tion and of opinions between populations is blocked by iron barriers on the one
side, while, on the other, it is distorted by
distance, by misinformation, by narrowness
of outlook, or through deliberate misinter~
pretatlon by observers and commentators.
In my few addresses here in your country
I have attempted to break through that
calamitous wall of ignorance or of unconcerned arrogance. I have tried to convey to
your oountrymen oonstralned breathing of
the inhabitants of Eastern Europe, in these
very weeks when an amicable agreement of
diplomatic shovels wm bury and pack down
bodies still breathing in a common grave.
I have tried to explain to Americans that
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1973, the tender dawn of detente, wa.s precisely the time when the starvation rations
in the prisons and concentration camps of
the USSR were made even skimpier whlle in
the very most recent months, when more
and more Western speechmakers were pointing to the beneficial consequences or
"detente," the Soviet Union put the finishing touches on an even more novel and important improvement in its system of punishment: retaining their undying primacy
in the invention of forced labor camps, the
Soviet jallors ha.ve now established a. novel
form of solitary conflnemen1;-forced labOr
in the solitary cells-cold, hungry, without
fresh air, without su11icient light, and working according to impossible ouput norms.
And failure to fulfill is punished by confinement under even more brutal conditions.
Alas, such is human nature that we never
!eel the sutferings of others until we ourselves ha.ve to share them. I am not oortrun
that in my addresses here I have succeeded
in conveying the breath of that terrible
reality to American society which 1s complacent in Its prosperity. But I have done
what I was bOund to do, and what I could.
So much the vrorse it the justice ot my
warnings becomes evident only some years
hence.
Your country has just recently passed
through the extended ordeal of Vietnam,
which so exhausted and divided your society.
I can tell you with confidence that this ordeal was the least of the long chain of similar trials which awaits your country in the
near future.
Whether or not the United States so desires, it stands at the peak of world history
and takes the burden of leadership if not of
the whole world, then of at least a good half
of it. The United States has not had a thousand years to train for this. Maybe the 200
years of your existence has been time to weld
together a sense of national awareness. The
load of obligations and responsibilities has
fallen on you unbidden.
That 1s why you members of the Senate
and of the House of Representatives, each
one of you 1s not just an ordinary member
of an ordinary Pa.rl!amen1;-you have been
elected to a particular position in the contemporary world. I would like to convey to
you how we-the citizens of the communist
countries look upon your words, deeds, proposals, and enactments-as brought to us
over the radio sometimes with warm approval and sometimes also with horror and
despair. But we never have a chance to respond out loud.
Perhaps some o! you, In your minds, still
tee! yourselves just representatives of your
state or party-but we from over there, far
away from here, the whole world itself, does
not perceive these differences. We do not look
upon you as Democra~ or Republicans, not
as representatives of the East or West coast
or the Midwest, we see you as figures upon
each of whom depends whether the course
of world history will tend to tragedy or
salvation.
In the oncoming combination of a world
political crisis with a shift in the spiritual
values of a humanity exhausted and choked
by the existing false hierarchy of values, you
or your successors in the Capitol will have
to confront, and are confronting today, tasks
which are Immeasurably greater, incompa..rably greater, than the petty calculattons of
diplomacy the inter-party struggle, or the
clash between President and Congress. There
1s no choice but to rise to the tasks of the
age.
Very soon. only too soon, your state will
have need not only of exceptional men but of
great men. Find them in your souls. Pinel
them In your hearts. Find them in the heart
of your country.

s6crAL DEMOCRATS AND THE
WORLD CRISIS

HON. JAMES G. O'HARA
OP MYCHIG.ui
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Tuesday, July 15, 1975
Mr. O'HARA. Mr. Speaker, the National Committee of Social Democrats,
U.S.A. met last month in New York to
review, among other things, the role of
the United States in world affairs-at a
time when. to say the least, world affaJrs
are in a shaky state. I would like to share
with my colleagues the concerns which
the Social Democrats, U.S.A. have about
America's foreign policy, and I commend
this comprehensive statement to all of
the Members as we engage 1n a critical
assessment of where we a.re headed, an.d
how we intend to get there.
The article follows:
SOCIAL DEMOCRA'l'S AND THE WORLD

CllrsiS

The momentous events of recent months-from the !all ot Indochina to the Communists, to the collapse of Secretary Kissinger's
Middle East mission, to the accelerated erosion of Portugal's year-old democracy-have
grave Implications for the future of social
democracy and world peace. In America and
Europe, these events have been widely greeted
with a confusing mixture of relief, dismay,
and surprise: relief that the curta.ln has
finally fallen on the Vietnam tragedy, dismay
over what appears to be a precipitous American retreat In world affairs, and surprise tha~
such events could ha.ve occurred at all during
a period of detente.
For us in Social Democrats, U.S.A., there
Is no relief in the Communist triumph in
Indochina; only regret that an expanding
totallta.rianlsm has engulfed new victims, and
apprehension over the !ate that awa.lts the
remaining and now more exposed non-communist populations of Asia. And while we
have been dismayed by the American retreat,
we have not been at a.ll surprised at the
recent turn of events. On the contrary, we
have · consistently stated that the American
policy of uncondi_tlonal detente .with the Soviet Union would lead to unprecedented
American setbacks, the weakening of democratic forces in the world, and the stead}'
Increase of Soviet lnftuence.
Not having assumed that a policy of appeasement would work any better today than
It did at Munich in 1938, we find the Soviet
gains to have been predictable, if also avoidable. The policy of offering concessions to a
menacing totalita.ria.n1sm in the hope of
"buying peace" (Which is part of the Western rationale for detente, though it Is never
stated in precisely these terms) is as !amilla..r
as it is bankrupt. I! the democracies appea..r
weak and divided, there 1s nothing easier
than for the totai<Itarian power merely to
raise the price tor peace. As Karl Marx wrote
over a century ago, "The Russian bear is certainly capable of anything, so long as he
knows the other animals he has to deal with
to be capable of nothing."
It is often mistakenly believed that the
detente relationship between Moscow and
Washington enta.US economic concessions
from the U.S. (trade) in return !or political
conce&sions from the USSR (moderation).
This is the essence of Secretary Kissinger's
theory of "linkages", i.e.. a relationship ot
cooperation in the economic sphere will produce a cooresponding relattonshlp of cooperation in the polltical sphere. But Moscow ba8
its own theory of Nllnkages" qiute different
!rom Secretary Kiss.inger's: namely, that'
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dateillte creates tbe tleCeiiSarY polltical. con.d1\10Jlll for &mei p.!n8 by ellOOU.I'llging the
:West to rem~ guard.
Soviet Communist PVty chief Brezhnev
has never bidden the :tact (except when addressing Western diplomats and television

audieiWee) that detente delllAilds an intensification of the Ideological struggle aga.lnst
"the imper1a11.sts". Detente a.lds thiS struggle,
he said as far back as 1967, becau.s& "In conditiOOJB of slackened intel'D.fl.ttonal tension,
the pointer of the political barometer moves
left." (Sic) An article in the December 1974
issue of World Marxist Review retlterated
the Breehnev argument by stating that
detente creates the precondition tor "far
reaching political. an<t social changes" in the
West by m.aking it impossible to advocate
"strong government." It is also advantageous,
!rom Moscow's point of view, in that it
creates the musion of security in the West,
thereby enablin€ the USSR to make political
and military-strategic advances without unduly alarming its Western partners in
detente.
n was precisely Brezhnev's !ear of a
Churchlllia.n reaction in the West to the
recent setl>aeks that prompted h1.m. following h1s mysterious period of seclusion in
early 1975, to restate in strong terms the Soviet commitment to detente. The relaxation
of tensions with the West. he said, was increasingly important "as today under the
cJ.rcumsta.nces of the grave cr1s1s facing the
capitalist system (not as Brezhnev implies,
the economic crisis, but the politicru crlsl.s
created by Soviet ga.ins--SD), the opponents
of detente, the J>ackers of the arms ra.ce and
cold war are becoming more active." Brezhnev was generous enough to point out that
the Vietnam debacle was actually a gain for
detente, in that it removed a di11icult issue
from the agenda of Us-USSR relations. It
1s an interesting llne of reasoning which, if
followed to its logical conclusion, means that
the ultimate victory of detente would be a
:world dominated by the USSR. Brezlmev
would never state this openly, for to do so
would shock the West into an honest recognition of its plight and his intentions.
Tha.t there 1s still dangerous ignorance in
America with regard to the Soviet detente
strategy was demonstrated by an article
which appeared in the New York Times on
April 3, 1975-a moment when the U.S. was
experiencing reversals simultaneously on different fronts. Entitled "Moscow Is Adhering
to Detente Despite Shifts in World Power",
the article began by noting that "Despite
a tide In foreign affairs apparently running
in Moscow's favor in Indochina, the Middle
East and Portugal, the overriding theme in
Soviet foreign policy remains that of detente." our reporter might be surprised to
learn that long ago Marx proposed an explanation :tor this Sphinx-like riddle: "Russia,
true to the old Asiatic system o! cheating
and petty tricks, now plays upon the credulity of the Western world......
Secretary Kissinger has said recently that
"The willingness of the Soviet Union to exploit strategic opportunities ••• constlttutes a heavy mortgage on detente." Indeed
it does, but to have assumed that the Soviet
Union would have behaved any differently, as
Kissinger and Nixon did in selling their policy to the American people, constituted an
American error of -historic proportions, the
consequences of which we are experiencing
today.
Secretary Kissinger's new ''ha.rd line" on
detente and America's therapeutic show of
force in the Mayaquez affair hardly constitute a policy su11icient to meet the present
crisis. The sita.ution in Asia is e. case in
point. Some time before the collapse of
South Vietnam in March and April of this
year, S.ingapore's Prime M1nister Lee Kuan

